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Abstract 
Nowadays, vibration energy harvesting is becoming one of the most promising 
technologies. However, the limited applications and techniques of ocean wave energy 
conversion have been reported. In this thesis, recently published researches for 
electromagnetic vibration energy harvesting techniques have been studied. The various 
techniques are classified in terms of micro and macro vibration energy harvesters, broad 
bandwidth vibration energy harvesters, and large scale ocean wave energy converters. The 
review of the nonlinear oscillator vibration energy harvester based on magnetic spring is 
focused. The efficiency of extracting energy from the waves is limited, although various 
concepts and designs of the power take-off systems and primary interface and circuits have 
been studied. This thesis will identify the possible power take-off systems from reviewing 
electromagnetic vibration energy harvesting techniques aiming to increase the power and 
bandwidth of ocean wave energy converter for maximizing future utilization of the ocean 
wave energy.  
This thesis invents a cuboid generator with high vibration energy harvesting 
performance. The cuboid vibration energy harvester consists of a fixed pulley mechanism 
connecting two magnet array units with a coil unit on the two sides of the pulleys. The two 
magnet array units are arranged in double Halbach magnet arrays which are used to increase 
the magnetic field intensity and flux intensity change rate around the coils. The fixed pulley 
mechanism is used to double the speed of the magnets with respect to the coil unit. As the 
output voltage of the vibration energy harvester is proportional to the magnetic field intensity 
and flux intensity change rate around the coils and the speed of the magnets with respect to 
the coils. The novel design of the prismatic tube vibration energy harvester has a high 
vibration or wave energy harvesting performance or capacity.  
 v 
 
This thesis investigates the cuboid generator functioning as vibration energy harvester or 
wave energy converter through linear and nonlinear oscillator dynamic analyses in a low 
frequency range. Duffing type nonlinear oscillator dynamic differential equation is developed 
for the nonlinear analysis where the effect of the rotational inertia of the pulleys on the 
oscillator mass is considered, which is different from the literatures. The nonlinear oscillator 
dynamic differential equation is solved by using the harmonic balance method and 
perturbation method in order to widen energy harvesting frequency bandwidth. The formula 
of the dimensionless harvested power of the nonlinear oscillator mass-spring-damper system 
is derived and a parameter study is conducted for the design optimisation of the harvester. 
The parameters that affect the nonlinearity of the oscillator are also studied in this thesis. 
Finally, the prototype of the novel device is built and tested to validate the analysis.  
The influence of nonlinear oscillator interaction force acting on the moving part on the 
generator’s potential well is also studied in this thesis. It is found that large displacement 
excitation amplitude and nonlinear stiffness k3 will increase the nonlinearity, output voltage 
and harvesting frequency bandwidth.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Overview 
The objective of this thesis is to design a novel nonlinear oscillator electromagnetic 
vibration energy harvester for ocean wave energy conversion applications. The research is 
conducted based on a comprehensive literature review. 
The chapter is organized as follows: the development of micro-scale and macro-scale 
implementations of vibration energy harvesters are reviewed and summarized in Section 1.3; 
the different ways to widen the harvesting frequency bandwidth of the nonlinear oscillator 
electromagnetic vibration energy harvesters are reviewed and classified in Section 1.4. Next, 
the ocean wave energy conversion techniques are reviewed in Section 1.5. Research 
questions are listed in Section 1.6. The publications are listed in Section 1.7. 
1.2. Background 
Over the last two decades, the vibration energy has been one of the most prevailing 
energies to be harvested and utilized. The most important motivation behind the vibration 
energy harvesting is to reduce the use of the traditional energy resources (e.g. fossil fuels) 
and batteries. Vibration energy is typically converted into electrical energy using 
electromagnetic (Sardini, E. and M. Serpelloni, 2011, Roundy, S. and E. Takahashi, 2013, 
Morais, R., et al., 2011, Kulkarni, S., et al., 2008), electrostatic (Yang, B., et al., 2010, Suzuki, 
Y., et al., 2010, Lo, H.-w. and Y.-C. Tai, 2008) and piezoelectric (Kim, S.-B., et al., 2013, 
Liu, H., et al., 2012, Liu, H., et al., 2012) energy conversion transducers. Most of the energy 
harvesting technologies have converted waste vibration energy into useful electrical energy 
for replacing or charging the batteries in wireless sensor networks (WSN), while the 
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electromagnetic vibration energy converter has design flexibility for huge ocean wave energy 
conversion equipment. In contrast to this advantage, piezoelectric vibration energy converters 
are in most cases based on simply supported beams and piezoelectric elements. Their 
applications in ocean wave energy conversion are limited. When the electromagnetic 
vibration energy converter or generator is subject to external excitation, the magnet translator 
moves out of phase with the generator coil stator producing a relative movement between the 
magnet and the coil. As a result, the most commonly used linear oscillator mass-spring-
damper system models are not suitable for energy harvesting from ocean waves because the 
output power of a linear oscillator vibration energy harvester drops dramatically in off-
resonance conditions (Williams, C. and R. B. Yates, 1996). From the report, the potential 
wave power resource is 2 TW in the worldwide (Thorpe, 1999). From Australian energy 
resource assessment, there are substantial ocean (tidal, wave and ocean thermal) energy 
resources to extract electricity with low polluting emission. Former investigations have 
assessed Australia’s potential wave energy at several geographical and temporal scales using 
wave rider buoy records and the outcomes are suggestive of substantial wave energy 
resources (Morim, J., et al., 2014). 
Ocean energy harvesting is an emerging industry. The government is paying more 
attentions into ocean energy use. The northern half of Australia has limited wave energy 
resources but has sufficient tidal energy resource and the southern half of Australian 
continental shelf along most of the western and southern coastlines has world-class wave 
energy resources. The coastline of Australia is contained with an average wave climate of 
about 50 kW of power for each meter width of wavefront (Polinder and M. Scuotto, 2005). 
The overall wave energy resource of Australia (around 2 TW) is of the same order of 
magnitude as the world’s electricity consumption. According to a conservative estimate, if 
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10–25 % of this wave energy is able to be extracted, it suggests that the harvested ocean wave 
power could be more than the Australian energy mix demands. The power flow intensity of 
the ocean wave energy is much larger than that of the wind energy (Falnes, J., 2007).  
1.3. Linear electromagnetic vibration energy harvester 
The basic linear electromagnetic vibration-electricity conversion could be modelled as a 
simple spring-mass-damper system (Figure 1.1), where the spring stiffness coefficient is 
simplified by linear spring stiffness coefficient k1. The damping coefficient c means the 
damping force is linearly proportional to the relative speed between coils and magnets. The 
damping coefficient includes the mechanical damping coefficient and the electrical damping 
coefficient. The mass m represents the seismic mass which has the phase difference with 
respect to the base excitation z. The spring-mass-damper system is excited by the base 
excitation which is usually considered a sine signal 0= cos( )z z t . 
The governing mechanical equation and electrical equation of a linear single degree of 
freedom vibration energy harvester are given by 
1
e
- -
- e
m x c x k x = m z Bl I
V
V Bl x L I - R
R
      


   
                                                                                                    (1.1) 
Where x is the relative displacement of the oscillator with respect to the base. B is the 
magnetic flux density, I is the current in the coils, l is the total length of the coils. Le is the 
inductance of the coils. R and Re are the external load resistance and internal coils resistance 
respectively.  is the natural circular frequency in rad/s, where f 2 . f is the natural 
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frequency in Hz which is 
m
k
f
2
1
 .  The damping coefficient is calculated from damping 
ratio given by 
2
c
k m
 
 
. 
 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of the linear generator. 
Through the Laplace transformation, the equation between relative oscillator 
displacement to the base acceleration is given by 
 
2 2
2 2
2 2 2
1
m
e e
e ee e e e
L R
m
R Rx
z R R L cR R c k L L m
k k c R
R R R R R

  
   
     
   

        
             
             
 (1.2) 
The equation between the base acceleration and the output voltage is given by 
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22 2
1e e
M R
V c
z
L R R
R R c

 
 

   
     
                                                                                            (1.3) 
The harvested power is  
2V
P
R

                                                                                                                                            (1.4) 
Some linear electromagnetic vibration energy harvester designs are summarized and 
listed below. 
1.3.1. Micro-scale implementation 
Jong Cheol Park presented a micro-fabricated electromagnetic power generator (Figure 
1.2) using silicon spiral spring, low loss copper micro-coil, and NdFeB magnet. The most 
unique feature of this design is the damping value in the range of 0.01m   (Jong Cheol 
Park, 2010). C. Cepnik designed a multiple magnetic circuits assembly concept to enhance 
the magnetic field’s flux and one serpentine coil with a single winding which increased the 
enabled maximizing output power shown in Figure 1.3. The shortcoming was that the 
mechanical damping was too high and only one layer coil was available, so multilayer coils 
and less mechanical damping would produce a better performance (C. Cepnik, 2011). Neil 
N.H. Ching used laser-micro-machined springs to convert mechanical energy into useful 
electrical power with a total volume of 1 cm3 by Faraday’s law of induction. The generator 
created the peak-to-peak AC output of 2-4.4 V with maximum RMS 200-830 μW output 
power under less than 200 μm excitation displacement amplitude and the input frequencies 
range of 60-110 Hz. The design of the spiral spring structure of non-vertical motion 
generated much larger vibration and produced higher voltage than that of the vertical 
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resonance (Neil N.H. Ching, 2002). Williams, C. and R. B. Yates presented the basic 
harvesting equation which predicts the output power from a device. This analysis showed that 
+/- 50 μm vibration displacement amplitude of the inertial mass could produce 1μW at 70 Hz 
and 100 μW at 330 Hz. In these situations, the displacement amplitude of the excitation 
source was 30 μm and the corresponding accelerations are 5.8 m/s2 and 129 m/s2 (Williams, C. 
and R. B. Yates, 1996). Perez-Rodriguez, A. designed an electromagnetic inertial generator 
for energy scavenging. The device consists of a fixed coil and a movable magnet onto the 
vibrational membrane plane. The first prototype was made from 1.5 µm thick aluminium 
metal tracks. Its output power was calculated assuming a total resistance of 1 kΩ and the 
parasitic damping ratio of 0.05 in the resonator structure. It generated 1.44 µW power from 
an excitation displacement amplitude of 10 µm and a resonant frequency of 400 Hz. The 
power generated at resonant conditions is given by  
2
pg
32
0g
res
)(4 




mY
P
n                                                                                 (1.5) 
Where Yo is the displacement amplitude of the vibration applied to the device and ωn is the 
natural frequency of the resonator with the inertial mass m. ξg is the normalized 
electromagnetic damping factor: 
2
znLC
g
)(2
1











 
RRm
                        (1.6) 
RC and RL are the resistances of the coil and load, respectively. 





z
  is the ratio of the 
magnetic flux rate through the coil. ξp is the parasitic damping ratio, related to air resistance 
and hysteresis loss effects in the mechanical resonator (Perez-Rodriguez, A., et al., 2005).  
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The limitation of this device is a relatively high value of the parasitic damping ratio ξp, 
so that the power is almost independent of mass m. The same group reported the same 
improvements in their paper and a revised design of the structure is shown in Figure 1.4 
(Serre et al., 2008). The fabrication used 1mm thick and 100 mm diameter Si wafers, coated 
with a 1 µm thermal SiO2 layer. They were made of 15 µm thick electroplated Cu and 52 
turns of electroplated Cu coil with a track width of 20 µm for an optimum filling of the area, 
which corresponded to a coil resistance of RC = 100 Ω. There is a spring–mass element 
bonded Kapton membrane between two PCB frames, and a second smaller holding magnet 
held the NeFeB magnet at the membrane centre. This new version device created about 55 
µW at 380 Hz from 5 µm excitation displacement amplitude. But it still had some 
shortcomings, for example, the hysteresis phenomenon due to the stress stiffening and other 
factors.  Wang, P.-H. designed a similar electromagnetic circuit. The generator was fabricated 
using the micro-electro-magnetic system which consists of a permanent NdFeB magnet, a 
copper planar spring and a two-layer copper coil. The electroplated spring is fabricated by 
photoresist coating and patterning, etching the SiO2 and stripping photoresist, sputtering 
Cr/Cu seed layer, photoresist coating and patterning again and electroplating Cu, stripping 
photoresist and removing Cr/Cu seed layer and wet etching Si and SiO2. The two layer coils 
were insulated by fabricating on a glass wafer using a combination of spin-coated and 
patterned photoresist, copper electroplating and polyimide coating. An NdFeB permanent 
magnet was adhered to the center of the copper planar spring and glue the copper spring on 
the two-layer coil. It has resonant frequencies of around 55, 121 and 122 Hz, generated 
maximum 60 mV peak–peak AC voltage with a frequency of 121 Hz and at the 1.5g input 
acceleration amplitude (Wang, P.-H., et al., 2007). C. B. Williams used the similar device 
shown in Figure 1.5 which generated 0.3 μW power at the excitation frequency of 4.4 kHz 
with the external excitation displacement amplitude of Y=0.5 μm and the external excitation 
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acceleration amplitude of 382 m/s2. The measured electrical power output was much lower 
than the predicted power which was thought to be caused by the membrane nonlinear spring. 
The resonant frequency increased with the excitation amplitude, which showed the hardening 
effect of the spring. What’s more, the lower electromagnetic damping the lower practical 
output power is. Another finding is that the more coil turns would increase the voltage and 
coil resistance and decrease electromagnetic damping. So this should be a big fabrication 
challenge being faced with micro-scale electromagnetic devices. Another consideration 
highlighted by this design is the small device or micro-machined generators would achieve 
high-resonant frequency in practice (C. B. Williams, 2001). Wang, P. designed a sandwiched 
structure of the micro electromagnetic vibration energy harvester. It consists of a top coil, a 
bottom coil, an NdFeB magnet and a planar Ni spring on a silicon frame. The fabrication 
process is very similar to that presented in his last paper (Wang, P., et al., 2012). The 
harvester generated 142.5 mV at the excitation acceleration amplitude of 8 m/s2 which was 
increased by 42% comparing with the voltage generated from a single coil. Moreover, the 
voltage-frequency curve of the nonlinear spring system at the acceleration amplitude of 8 
m/s2 resulted in a big change. The resonant frequency of the prototype was increased to 280.1 
Hz. The nonlinear behavior showed that the bandwidth of the harvester was increased. A 
similar generator fabricated on a printed circuit board was presented (Ching et al., 2002). A 
peak-to-peak output voltage of up to 4.4V and a maximum power of 830 μW were generated 
when the device was excited by an excitation displacement amplitude of 200 μm in its third 
mode with a frequency of 110 Hz because of the improvement of spiral spring. 
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Figure 1.2 Generator fabrication process [Jong Cheol Park 2010] 
 
Figure 1.3 Structure of the generator [C. Cepnik 2011] 
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. 
Figure 1.4 Schematic cross section of the device [Serre et al. 2008] 
 
Figure 1.5 Cross section of the device [C. B. Williams 2001] 
 
1.3.2. Macro-scale implementation 
There are some large linear generators as well. M. El-hami designed a linear vibration-
based electromagnetic power generator which principle is based on the relative movement of 
a permanent magnet with respect to a coil (Figure 1.6). It generated 0.53mW power and 
reached the maximum value of about 2.2 mW/cm3 in a maximum space of 240 mm3. The 
base vibration had the amplitude of 25 μm and excitation frequency of 322 Hz. A further 
progressing study would be beneficial under relative high damping and large acceleration 
excitation (M. El-hami, 2001). S P Beeby proposed a better design with a very low damping 
and high performance, if the small acceleration excitation was used instead, the volume could 
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be 35% smaller shown in Figure 1.7. It could create 46μW to a resistive load of 4KΩ at the 
resonant frequency of 52 Hz and excitation amplitude level of 60 mg. The higher 
performance can be achieved by a better alignment or tuning of the beam that was supposed 
to reduce mechanical damping (S P Beeby, 2007). Saha, C. R. presented a similar research 
about the electromagnetic damping and the parasitic damping on two different prototype 
generators, which consist of magnets suspended on a beam creating a relative vibration of the 
beam to a coil shown in Figure 1.8. Two generators were using different size of magnets and 
coils vibrating at their resonant frequencies. Generator A (large magnet) produced the 
maximum power for the value of load resistance when the electromagnetic damping and 
parasitic damping are equal. For generator B, the electromagnetic damping is always much 
less than the parasitic damping and the power is maximized when the load resistance equals 
to the coil resistance (Saha, C. R., et al., 2006). Zhu, D. designed a tunable electromagnetic 
micro generator with a closed loop frequency tuning. The basic idea is changing the attractive 
force between a fixed magnet on a cantilever and a moving magnet by changing their 
distance. This generator successfully tuned the frequency from 67.6 to 98 Hz when the 
distance between two magnets was changed from 5 to 1.2 mm. The total generated power 
was from 61.6 to 156.6 µW over the tuning range under a constant vibration acceleration 
amplitude level of 0.588 m·s-2 (Zhu, D., et al., 2008). 
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Figure 1.6 Schematic cross section of the device [El-Hami, M., et al. 2001] 
 
Figure 1.7 Device geometry [S P Beeby 2007] 
 
Figure 1.8 Generator experimental set up [Saha, C. R., et al. 2006] 
 
Amirtharajah, R. and A. P. Chandrakasan designed a digital signal processing (DSP) 
system which generated 400 µW power from ambient vibration in the environment. The 
generator contains a spring attached a magnet as a mass, another side is fixed to the end. 
There is also a coil near the magnet, as the magnet moves past the coil and cuts the magnetic 
flux to generate the voltage. The mass is 0.5 g and spring stiffness coefficient is 174 N/m. 
Since the peak output voltage is 180 mV at the resonant frequency of 94 Hz and the rectified 
voltage is too low, therefore the authors simulated a device of the modal resonant frequency 
of 2 Hz which is close to the frequency of the human motion. The device was then able to 
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generate an average of 400 μW power from 2 cm displacement excitation amplitude at that 
frequency (Amirtharajah, R. and A. P. Chandrakasan, 1998).  
 
Figure 1.9 Generator prototype [Glynne-Jones et al. 2004] 
 
Figure 1.10 Designed harvester and cross section [von Büren, T. and G. Tröster 2007] 
 
The paper written by Glynne-Jones describes a cantilever-based electromagnetic 
prototype generator shown in Figure 1.9 (Glynne-Jones et al., 2004). Von Büren, T. and G. 
Tröster described the overall linear electromagnetic generator which was designed to use of 
human motion. The design consists of a number of ring magnets separated by spacers in a 
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cylinder and the translator moves vertically within a series of stator coils shown in Figure 
1.10. The author used finite element analysis to optimize the spacing and dimensions of the 
components for increasing the electromagnetic force capability. The translator was fixed at 
the tip of a parallel spring stage consisting of two parallel beams. The generator was 
optimized with a translator with six magnets, a stator of five coils in 0.5 cm3 volume, while 
the total device volume is 30.4 cm3. This fabricated prototype produced an average power 
output of 35 µW when the device was mounted below a subject’s knee (Von Büren, T. and G. 
Tröster, 2007). Duffy, M. and D. Carroll designed an electromagnetic generator integrated in 
shoes that harvest energy from walking. The paper described two designs and measurements 
of the initial prototype which generated voltage levels of over 500 mV (Duffy, M. and D. 
Carroll, 2004). Song Hee Chae designed an electromagnetic vibration energy harvester using 
an array of cuboid permanent magnets as a proof mass and ferrofluid as a lubricating material 
which increased the maximum output power and decreased short and middle-term 
experiments (Song Hee Chae, 2013). 
The summary of linear electromagnetic vibration energy harvesters is listed below. 
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Table 1 Summary of linear electromagnetic vibration energy harvesters 
 
1.4. Nonlinear electromagnetic vibration energy harvester 
There are many wide frequency band mechanisms, such as harvester array. Mizuno and 
Chetwynd proposed an array of micro-machined cantilever-based electromagnetic generator 
to increase total power output. There are inertial masses at the tips of the cantilever and an 
integrated coil, aligning adjacent to a fixed magnet. The theoretical power output is 6 nW and 
theoretical voltage output is 1.4 mV for a single cantilever in 500 μm × 100 μm × 20 μm 
micro-cantilever generator. For the experiment, the authors fabricated a 25mm × 10mm × 
1mm size beam next to a 30mm × 10mm × 6mm magnet. From an excitation displacement 
amplitude of 0.64 μm, the output voltage was 320 μV and power was 0.4nW across 128 Ω 
resistance. The conclusion is negative in regard to matching the resonant frequency of each 
micro-cantilever with the excitation frequency (Mizuno and Chetwynd, 2003). Sari developed 
a generator covering a wide frequency band of external excitation by using different lengths 
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of serially connected cantilevers in resulting varying natural resonant frequencies shown in 
Figure 1.11 (Sari, I., et al., 2008). Nevertheless, the adjustment of length increments is hard 
and cumbersome. Using mechanical stoppers is another way. Soliman produced a piecewise-
linear oscillator of a micro-power generator which increased the harvesting frequency 
bandwidth of the generator while the excitation frequency is up swept and the harvesting 
frequency bandwidth is kept the same when the excitation frequency is down swept shown in 
Figure 1.12 (Soliman, M., et al., 2008). Tekam, G. O. also presented a unit-cell nonlinear 
electromagnetic energy harvester made out of a cut-wire meta-material with an embedded P 
(positive)-N (negative) diode. The diode shown accumulated the electrical charges at the end 
of the cut wire and its electrical circuit facilitated the energy harvesting dynamics. This study 
reflected two wires with different sizes and showed a multi-resonance spectrum which could 
increase the electromagnetic energy harvesting bandwidth (Tekam, G. O., 2016). There was 
another kind of nonlinear spring presented by Mohamed Bendame which is a single degree of 
freedom oscillator with piece-wise linear spring stiffness where the magnet mass moves 
along the rail. In this paper, they investigated the response of a wideband impact vibration 
energy harvester (VEH) numerically and experimentally. Results showed that using a 
concentric coil in a double-impact oscillator could enhance the harvester’s output power and 
its bandwidth. 12 mW output power was generated over a 6 Hz frequency bandwidth using 
60 turns coil (1.75m long and 3.6 Ω), from an excitation acceleration amplitude of 0.6 g 
(Mohamed Bendame, 2015). 
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Figure 1.11 Comparison of traditional and proposed generator [Sari, I., et al., 2008] 
 
Figure 1.12 Schematic of the modified generator [Soliman, M., et al., 2008] 
 
Using nonlinear springs is another option for the wide frequency band tuning. The 
nonlinearity of the system equation may be caused by the spring force nonlinearity. For the 
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potential energy function U(x), there was an expression reported in the literature (Pellegrini, 
S. P., et al., 2012), which is given by 
n
2n
2n 1
n 1
1
( )
2n
U x k x

                                  (1.7) 
Where k2n-1 is the spring stiffness coefficient of the linear or nonlinear displacement term or 
the potential energy coefficient of the nonlinear oscillator. For a Duffing-type oscillator, the 
potential energy function can be defined as: 
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,                             (1.8) 
where k1 and k3 are linear and nonlinear stiffness, respectively. k1 and k3 are the potential 
energy coefficients of the nonlinear oscillator.  
B.P. Mann designed a novel energy harvesting device that use magnetic levitation to 
produce an oscillator with a tunable resonance. The author analyzed the mechanical and 
electrical equations to form the Duffing equations. Nonlinear analyses were investigated for 
the energy harvesting potential and a prototype was built and tested. Different parameters of 
excitation amplitudes, damping ratios were used for comparison. From the forward and 
reverse frequency sweeps of the experiment, it is found that both the low- and high- 
frequency responses can coexist for the same parameter combinations. This could be used to 
trigger a jump to achieve a nonlinear phenomenon and broaden the bandwidth of frequency 
spectrum of an energy harvester (B.P. Mann, 2009). Nammari developed a broadband 
electromagnetic energy harvester using nonlinear spring. Three permanent magnets housed in 
a cylindrical chamber which include two stationary permanent magnets and one identical 
oblique mechanical magnet shown in Figure 1.13. A simple prototype of the vibration energy 
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harvester used a PVC tube of 12.7 mm diameter where around 1000 turns of 40 AWG coil 
was wrapped outside. The excitation acceleration amplitude was maintained at 0.75 g and the 
driving frequency was increased from 10 to 16 Hz. The generator generated 1.9 mW power at 
13.6 Hz after using the oblique springs. It was shown that the structure significantly improved 
the overall output performance of the generator by increasing the frequency response 
amplitude (Nammari, 2016). Munaz A. presented an electromagnetic energy harvester based 
on the multi-pole magnet to harvest ambient vibration energy. The EMEH (electromagnetic 
energy harvester) was built by the acrylic glass, a copper induction coil and an active mass. 
The moving mass is a ring type NdFeB magnet and the two fixed magnets have the same 
poles as the moving magnet separately for nonlinear springs. By comparing the generated 
voltages from different sizes of the top and bottom magnets, the magnets with a radius of 5 
mm and heights of 5 mm and 10 mm were chosen as the top and bottom magnets. The 
experiment used 3-magnet schemes which generated most power at 6 Hz frequency. This 
generator produced 4.84＊103 μW under the excitation acceleration amplitude of 0.5 g in 
9.047 cm3 whose normalized power density is 2.13x103 μW/g2cm3 (Munaz A., 2013). Md. 
Foisal presented a similar energy harvester using magnetic spring in two combination ways 
(4 generators side-by-side and one above the other). There are four generators consisting of 
different top and bottom and moving magnet size. Hence each generator operates at a 
different fundamental resonant frequency. This 40.18 cm3 volume harvester operated under 
the excitation acceleration amplitude of 0.5 g and the max power density was 52.02μW/cm3 
(Md. Foisal, 2012). Berdy designed a harvester for human walking and running using 
magnetic levitation. The energy harvester consisted of a levitating magnet, fixed magnets, 
guide box and coil. Three different boxes were made: acrylic box without the guide rail, 
acrylic box with the guide rail, and Teflon box with the guide rail. The experiment tested 
three mounting ways: vertical, 15° angle offset, and 30° angle offset. Teflon device with the 
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rail performed the best and generated the averaged power output of 71 μW when walking at 3 
mph, increased the power to 342 μW when running at 6 mph (Berdy, D. F., 2015). Dallago 
presented a nonlinear effect of electromagnetic harvester which consists of a Teflon tube, two 
fixed magnets at the end, two levitating magnets and a coil of 500 turns. The author focused 
on the simulation for the performance prediction. The effect of a resistor connected to the coil 
was considered and the voltage and power with and without the Lorentz’s force were 
compared. At resonance, the error in the estimation of induced voltage was reduced from 80% 
to 7% where the maximum power 6 mW could be available on a load (Dallago, E., 2010). 
Masuda presented a wideband nonlinear vibration energy harvester of stabilized high-energy 
resonating response. This harvester consists of a plastic cylinder with a diameter of 0.041 m, 
two mounted permanent neodymium magnets and a moving permanent neodymium magnet 
in the middle. A copper wire is wound around the tube to form two 500-turn coils. The author 
used a load resistance switching circuit to overcome the limitation of the nonlinear 
electromagnetic harvester caused by coexistence of multiple stable solutions with different 
levels of energy (Masuda, A., 2016). Saha designed a similar electromagnetic generator for 
harvesting energy from human motion. A prototype generator which has two opposite 
polarity circular magnets glued to a 3 mm thick magnetic pole piece has been built. The 
author also compared the generator with and without the top fixed magnet during walking 
and slow running. More power was generated from the generator with one fixed magnet due 
to the higher displacement of the moving magnet caused by the lower spring constant. The 
experimental results showed 300 µW to 2.5 mW power was able to be generated from human 
body motion (Saha, C., 2008).  
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Figure 1.13 The generator with nonlinear spring [Nammari 2016] 
 
Another technique is to use the frequency tuning mechanisms (Zhu, D., et al., 2010, 
Wang, Y.-J., et al., 2013, Wischke, M., et al., 2010). Wischke presented an electromagnetic 
vibration energy scavenger that exhibited a tunable eigen-frequency. The stiffness of the 
‘suspension’ can be altered by applying an electrical voltage to the piezoelectric layers. More 
than 50 μW were scavenged in the tuning operation mode and the feasible frequency range is 
about 20 Hz (Wischke, M., 2010). Wang proposed the system design of a weighted-
pendulum-type electromagnetic generator for harvesting the energy from a rotating wheel. 
The harvester consisted of eight permanent magnets in a disk shape and eight corresponding 
coils in series. A polyoxymethylene plate was clamped on the main body to change the 
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weighted conditions. The power output of the suitably weighted pendulum was 
approximately 200–300 μW at about 200–400 r/min at an optimum external resistance (Wang, 
Y. J., 2013). Cottone, F. designed a clamped–clamped buckled beam shaped nonlinear 
vibration energy harvester that holds a four-pole magnet crossing a coil. This configuration 
has shown 2.5 times wider bandwidth and higher power than those at the natural resonance of 
the mono-stable regime (Cottone, F, et al., 2014).  
Multi-frequency harvesters were developed and characterized by using three-
dimensional (3D) excitation at different frequencies (Yang, B., et al. 2009, Liu, H., et al., 
2012, Liu, H., et al. 2013). The 3D dynamic performance analysis of the device has shown 
that there are three modes of vibration: out-of-plane motion, in-plane at angles of 60◦ (240◦) 
and 150◦ (330◦) to the horizontal (x-) axis. The frequencies of three modes are 1285 Hz, 1470 
Hz and 1550 Hz, respectively. For an input sine wave acceleration excitation with the 
amplitude of 1 g, the harvester achieved 0.444, 0.242 and 0.125 μW cm−3 maximum power 
densities at different vibration modes, although the flux change rate is not necessarily largest 
in this situation as the arrangement of magnets and coils is important (Kulkarni, Santosh, et 
al., 2008).  Yang, B. designed and fabricated a novel multi-frequency energy harvester which 
consists of three permanent magnets, three sets of two-layer copper coils on a supported 
beam. Three resonant frequencies of 346 Hz, 948 Hz and 1145 Hz were obtained from the 
finite element analysis. The experiment results showed that in the case of the exciting 
vibration displacement amplitude of 14 µm and 0.4 mm gap between coils and magnet, 0.6 
µW power of the second magnet could be obtained from the first vibration mode and a total 
of 1.157 µW power could be obtained when connecting the coils serially. Besides, in the 
second vibration mode, 3.2 µW power was generated from the first coil with the same 
configuration (Yang, B., et al., 2009). M. El-Hebeary designed the plate structures such as V-
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shaped and open delta-shaped plates for vibration energy harvesting from two or more modes 
of vibration. Various plates were compared for vibration energy harvesting. V-shaped plate 
with two magnets was more sustainable; modified V-shaped plate attained closer modes; an 
open delta-shaped harvester could achieve three harvestable modes. Three natural frequencies 
were coexisting on the plate in the range from 8 to 19 Hz were developed. The author 
compared different combinations of the electric circuits to choose a practical implementation 
of the proposed devices (M. El-Hebeary, 2013).   
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Table 2 summarized five catalogues of the widen bandwidth harvesters. A few typical 
piezoelectric literatures are marked in red.  
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Table 2 Relevant literatures for five different catalogues of widen frequency band 
vibration energy harvesters. 
 
1.5. Ocean wave energy converter 
The oceans on the earth have a total area of 360 million square kilometres where ocean 
waves contain a huge amount of energy which is an untapped energy. The potential to extract 
the wave energy is considerable. But a limited number of researchers and scientists are 
recently working on the materials and methods to harness some of the wave energy. The 
wave-riding electrical generators may not be in common use to transform the renewable 
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energy to electrical power utility, but more and more engineers are developing the generators. 
The wave energy conversion technology and its research gaps are attracting many researchers 
to study. 
The wave energy conversion technology has been filed in patents since the late 19th 
century, and modern research into harnessing energy from waves has risen from the emerging 
oil crisis of the 1970s (for example, Salter, 1974). Since the climate change caused by the 
rising level of the atmospheric CO2 emission is drawing the global attentions, electricity 
generation from renewable sources has once again become an important area of research. The 
advantages of using renewable ocean wave energy over other energy sources for power 
generation include the following: 
1. Ocean waves offer the highest energy density among the other renewable energy 
sources (Clément, et al, 2002) 
2. Limited negative environmental impact in use.  
3. Natural seasonal variability of wave energy, which follows the electricity demand in 
temperate climates (Clément, et al, 2002). 
4. Ocean waves can travel large distances with little energy loss. 
5. It is reported that wave energy conversion devices can generate electricity for up to 90 
per cent of the time, while the wind and solar energy conversion devices can generate 
electricity for only ∼20–30 per cent of the time (Pelc and Fujita, 2002) and (Power 
buoys, 2001). 
In addition to the listed advantages, many of technical shortcomings of the wave energy 
conversion device need to be overcome to increase the energy conversion performance 
comparing with other energy conversion devices in the global energy market. As the ocean 
waves are slow and random (with frequencies less than 10 Hz), their accelerations and 
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displacement amplitudes are large, oscillatory motion energy is hard to be scavenged 
efficiently. Because of the gravity and wind, levels of wave power vary a lot. More detailed 
information of the subject is referred to [Liu, Y, et al, 1997]. The gravity with the water 
particles and interaction of wind with the ocean’s surface are the primary energy sources for 
creating and propagating ocean waves. It is a challenge to convert the energy into the stable 
voltage output and store the electrical energy properly.  
The impact of the irregular wave motion on the design of the device not only affects the 
efficiency, but also has to make the device withstand the special rare billows. This is an 
enormous test of structural engineering. What’s more, the economic consumption that is 
spent on the device construction has to be considered (Leijon et al, 2006). There are also 
design challenges in order to sustain the highly corrosive environment of the devices 
operating at the water surface (Clément, et al, 2002). 
In order to embark on the detailed analysis of the buoy motions and simulations of 
prototypical design performance, the forces and motions of the ocean wave energy harvesters 
must be first understood. Even though, at times, the surface of the water is very serene, the 
surface of the ocean is never perfectly still. The incidental water oscillation and air pressure 
fluctuations will create small capillary waves on the water surface when the wind comes. The 
propagating wave motion of oscillating water particles under the gravity looks roughly like a 
circular motion for a deep water and elliptical for a shallow water. Because the waves have a 
large amplitude, different shapes, velocities and frequencies, a nonlinear oscillator harvester 
with a wide frequency bandwidth is more suitable for ocean wave energy conversion. 
A lot of types of apparatuses have been designed to scavenge ocean wave energy in 
different ways, i.e. underwater turbines, floats, buoys, and pitching devices, oscillating water 
column, point absorber, tidal barrage or dam, attenuators, tapered channel or overtopping 
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device, pendulor, rubber hose (anaconda, snake), salter duck, tidal bridges and fences. Wave 
energy harvesters are commonly adopted in the forms of: hydraulic (Henderson, 2006; Cargo, 
et al., 2011; Ahn, k., k., et al., 2012), linear generator (Mei, C.C., 2012), rotational turbine 
(Corren, D., 2013) shown in Figure 1.14, 15, 16, respectively. The simplest oscillating 
harvester is the buoy reacting against a fixed frame of reference. Most of the ocean wave 
energy harvesting devices are conceived as the point absorbers. A full-scale prototype of this 
kind converter has been installed off the Swedish west coast and the concept design has been 
verified. The great overload capacity of the directly driven linear generator is critical as 
shown in Figure 1.17 (Water, R. 2007). Rahm, M. verified through the experiments that 
deploying this wave energy converters in arrays is a good way to smooth the power (Rahm, 
M., et al., 2012). Ho, S. L. proposed a novel magnetic-geared tubular linear machine for 
ocean wave energy conversion. The key feature of the proposed harvester is using embedded 
armature windings into slots adjacent to the modulating Halbach segments of a linear 
magnetic gear (LMG) (Ho, S. L., et al., 2015). Polinder, H. proposed an Archimedes Wave 
Swing (AWS) converter which uses electromagnetic induction and the driving force is from 
fluctuations of static pressure caused by the surface waves. The generator was proved to be 
adequate by comparing the measured and calculated parameters and no-load voltage 
(Polinder, H., 2005). Cheung, J. T. proposed a linear generator which has the magnet with 
ferrofluid bearing inside a non-magnetic tube. The author compared different combinations of 
magnets and coils: single impinging magnet with three magnets stack and two impinging 
magnets with two segments stack. Two new ultra-low friction harvesters were designed: 
rocking motion wave energy harvesting buoy and oscillatory wave energy harvesting buoy 
(Cheung, J. T., 2004). Liu, C. designed similar linear direct drive generators, the focus is on 
the physical design of the stator and translator in order to increase the power density (Liu, C., 
2014). Shek, J. K. H. verified the theoretical prediction and simulation of the linear generator 
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and tested the reaction force control system (Shek, J. K. H., 2010). Vermaak, R., & Kamper, 
M. J. invented an air cored linear ocean wave generator shown in Figure 1.18. The overlap 
distance between stator and translator is studied through the FE analysis which influences the 
generated power (Vermaak, R., & Kamper, M. J., 2012). There are also multi degrees of 
freedom design to increase the performance of ocean wave generators, such as two-phase 
linear tubular generator (Cappelli, L. 2014) and coupled bistable power take-off system 
shown in Figure 1.19 (Xiao, X. 2017). Flocard, F. designed a bottom hinged pitched point 
absorber which could change the natural frequency to suit different conditions by adjusting 
the inertia (Flocard, F., 2012). Masoumi designed a repulsive magnetic levitation-based ocean 
wave energy harvester with variable resonant frequency as shown in Figure 1.20. The author 
used the repelling magnet stack which generated a stronger magnetic field. The magnet 
material and distance between magnets in stack were studied to analyse the magnetic field 
intensity. The resonant frequency of this device is tunable by changing the maximum 
displacement between the magnets in the layout that can be fitted into the harvester design. A 
prototype was manufactured and a 42 V voltage was generated at the frequency of 9 Hz and 
the excitation amplitude of 3.4 g (Masoumi, M., 2016). 
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Figure 1.14 Hydraulic ocean wave energy generator [Henderson, R. 2006] 
 
Figure 1.15 Linear generator [Mei, 2012] 
 
Figure 1.16 Rotational turbine generator [Corren, D., 2013] 
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Figure 1.17 Linear generator schematic [Water, R. 2007] 
 
 
 
Figure 1.18 Prototype linear generator and drive motor [Vermaak, R., & Kamper, M. J. 
2012] 
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Figure 1.19 Schematic of three novel power take-off systems [Xiao, X. 2017] 
 
Figure 1.20 Structure of the device [Masoumi, 2016]. 
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1.6. Research questions 
By so far, no articles have proposed to increase the relative speed between the magnets 
and coils through a fixed pulley mechanism. No articles have considered the effect of the 
rotational inertia of the fixed pulley mechanism on the dynamic performance of the vibration 
energy harvester. The identified research challenges are: 1) how to maximise the magnetic 
field intensity around the coils; 2) how to increase the relative speed between magnets and 
coils; 3) how to reduce the mechanical frictions of the moving system. The research questions 
are also raised: 1) how is the wide frequency band of the ocean wave energy conversion 
achieved? 2) how to increase the output voltage from the harvester in a limited volume?   
There are many effective ways to improve energy harvesting efficiency. The nonlinear 
oscillator electromagnetic energy harvesting analysis needs to be further developed for ocean 
wave energy harvesting. 
1.7. List of publications 
1. Zhenwei Liu, Xu Wang, Songlin Ding, Liuping Wang, Dinuka Tissera, A dimensionless 
analysis of a low frequency cylindrical tube electromagnetic vibration energy harvester and a 
study of its parameter influence on the oscillator nonlinearity. Ocean Engineering, 2017 
(under review) 
2. Zhenwei Liu, Xu Wang, A review of ocean wave energy conversion technologies for 
development of directly-driven electromagnetic wave energy converters of double nonlinear 
oscillator speed and Halbach magnet array. Ocean Engineering, 2017 (under review) 
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Chapter 2 Analysis of SDOF oscillator electromagnetic vibration 
energy harvester using the time domain integration method  
In this chapter, the dynamic equations of the mechanical and electric components of a 
single degree of freedom oscillator are listed and analyzed. Two design models are illustrated 
and compared using the codes of the Matlab Simulink. 
This chapter is arranged as follows: a mass spring damper oscillator vibration system is 
introduced in Section 2.1; the configurations of Model A and Model B are introduced in 
Section 2.2; the detailed steps on how to develop Model A and its simulation process is 
presented in Section 2.3 and the detailed steps on how to develop Model B and its simulation 
process are illustrated in Section 2.4. 
2.1. Introduction  
The equation that describes the dynamics of a general nonlinear oscillator system could 
be developed from that of a mass spring damper oscillator system considering the 
electromechanical coupling effect term: 
d ( )
d
        
U x
m x c x α V m z
x                                (2.1)
 
where m is the mass of the oscillator; c is the damping coefficient;  is the equivalent force 
factor (=NBl/R) reflecting the electromechanical coupling effect, x is the relative 
displacement of the oscillator with respect to the base; z is the base excitation displacement; 
U(x) is the potential energy of the spring element, V is the total voltage over the internal and 
external resistance. The nonlinearity of Equation (2.1) could be caused by the spring force 
nonlinearity or the damping force nonlinearity. In this thesis, the research interest is focused 
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on the spring force nonlinearity. The difference between linear and nonlinear oscillator 
systems is the expression of the potential energy. If it exists 
21( )
2
  U x k x
                               (2.2) 
Where k is the oscillator spring stiffness coefficient, the oscillator system is nonlinear. The 
potential energy of a nonlinear oscillator could not be considered to be only proportional to a 
quadratic of the displacement. For the potential energy function U(x), there are some 
expressions reported in the literature (Pellegrini, S. P., et al., 2012), which is given by 
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Where k2n-1 is the linear or nonlinear spring stiffness coefficient or the potential energy 
coefficient of the oscillator. For a Duffing-type oscillator, the potential energy function can 
be defined as: 
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                                   (2.4) 
Where k1 is the oscillator spring stiffness coefficient of the linear displacement term; k3 is F. 
k1 and k3 are the potential energy coefficients of the nonlinear oscillator.   
2.2. Design and configurations of Model A and Model B 
The general idea behind these devices is that the tube moving back and forth will cause 
the magnets to pass the coils which will cut the magnetic flux to produce electrical current. 
For the design configuration of Model A, a cylindrical tube electromagnetic energy harvester 
was designed and constructed as shown in Figure 2.1. Two disks of 5 mm thick, 96 mm 
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diameter which has inserted 20 Halbach array cube magnets relatively slide in the tube. The 
two disks were separated and tied together by 5 stacks of magnets. A 100 mm diameter and 
200 mm length PVC tube was used to house the assembly of the disks and the support the 
guide rods. The PVC tube was designed to have two end caps where the two support/guide 
rods were fixed by the end threads of the rods and nuts. For this linear oscillator, two 
identical steel springs were used to connect the disks and the end-caps of the tube. In this case, 
one spring was used to connect one disk at one end and one end cap at the other end. The 
other spring was used to connect the other disk to the other end cap of the tube. These springs 
are symmetrically installed on both the sides of the tube. The disk assembly inside the tube 
formed the magnet oscillator which would hover on the rods and rebound for oscillation.  
Model B is designed to include a 3D printed cuboid box (114 mm*132 mm*132 mm) 
with an end cap and a wooden box frame. The end cap is connected to the cuboid box by four 
screws. Four pulley wheels are fixed onto the top and bottom inner side walls of the wooden 
box frame. Two pulleys on the same top or bottom inner wall of wooden box are separated by 
254 mm. One rope end of the pulley wheel is connected to the cuboid box, the other end of 
the rope of the pulley wheel is connected to the coil frame where the coils are wired, which 
increases the relative speed of the magnets with respect to the coils. There are four large 
magnet frame carriers highlighted in red colour which are inserted into the four grooves of 
the white cuboid body as shown in as shown in Figure 4.4 which form a large rectangular 
magnet frames. The small magnet frame is built in the body of the white cuboid box at the 
core. There are two types of magnets in the design. One is the induction magnets which are 
used to induce electricity in the coils, the other is the impinging magnets which are used 
develop the magnetic springs from the repelling magnetic field forces. Four small or four 
large induction magnet arrays are fitted into the four slots of the small or large rectangular 
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magnet frames. Five magnets in each of the small or four large induction magnet arrays are 
axially stacked and arranged in the Halbach array in order to generate higher magnet flux 
density around the coils. In the axial direction of the cuboid box, there are five layers of 
magnets, each layer of the induction magnets has four small induction magnets and four 
larger induction magnets which form inner and outer rectangles. The small rectangular tube 
magnet frame fitted with 20 small neodymium magnets (10 mm x10 mm x 30 mm) is 
contained within the core of the coil frame. The coil frame wired with two coils is contained 
within the core of the large rectangular magnet frame which is fitted with 20 big neodymium 
magnets (10 mm x10 mm x50 mm). The lateral gaps between the coil frame and the small or 
large rectangular magnet frame is 7.5 mm. There are two coils wired onto the coil frame. 
Each of the coils has 200 turns. The height of each of the coils is around 10 mm that is equal 
to the height of magnets and equal to a quarter of magnetic flux period length which is 40 
mm. The wiring direction of the coil is perpendicular to and across the direction of the 
magnetic fluxes to induce electricity from the relative motion of the induction magnets. 
The coil frame was positioned in between the small induction magnets and induction 
large magnets or between the small and large rectangular magnet frames. Two round disk 
impinging magnets are placed on the left and right hand sides of the cuboid box at the center 
and two same round disk impinging magnets are placed on both the left and right hand inner 
sides of the wooden box frame at the center. The round disk impinging magnets on the 
cuboid box and the wooden box frame are oriented with the same polarity facing to each 
other, which generates the expelling magnetic field forces as shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 
2.3. 
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Figure 2.1 Geometry of Model A device assembly 
 
Figure 2.2 Geometry of Model B device assembly 
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Figure 2.3 Explosion view of the Model B device assembly. 
2.3. Time domain method for Solution of Model A 
Model A is a typical cylindrical tube generator of a SDOF oscillator which is suspended 
by two long strings and excited by a vibration exciter where a cylindrical oscillator of 
properly stacked magnets slides freely inside the tube and four coils are wrapped on the 
outside surface of the tube and separated by a distance of the oscillator axial length. There 
could be two fixed magnets in the two end caps of the tube which have opposite polarities to 
those of the oscillator magnets in the simulation, the magnetic fields between the magnets in 
the end caps and the oscillator magnets act as nonlinear magnetic springs for the nonlinear 
oscillator and the stiffness coefficients could be changed by using different sizes of magnets 
or the distance between the magnets in the end caps and the oscillator magnets. There are 
four sets of coils in the middle of the tube. 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of A SDOF nonlinear oscillator in a cylindrical tube generator 
(model A) 
V The displacement of the tube is assumed to be z, which is the displacement 
amplitude of the shaker excitation. The displacement of the oscillator is assumed to be y, the 
relative displacement of the oscillator with respect to the tube is then equal to y-z. For the 
study object of the oscillator, it is subjected to the elastic restoring force of the magnetic 
spring which is written as ( ) ( )
3
k 1 3F k y z k y z        which is developed from the 
differential of Equation (2.4). The total damping force of the magnetic spring is written as 
c ( )F c y - z   . The electromagnetic force from the coils wired on the outside surface of the 
tube carrying current is written as
e   F Bl I . From the Newton’s second law, the dynamic 
differential equation of the Duffing-type oscillator is given by 
3
1 3( ) ( ) ( ) 0          m y+k y z k y z c y z Bl I =                (2.5) 
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Where m is the mass of the oscillator, k1 is the linear spring stiffness constant, k3 is the 
nonlinear spring stiffness constant, c is the viscous damping coefficient, B is the magnetic 
flux density, I is the current in the coils, l is the total length of the coils where 
0  l = D N . 
N is the number of turns in each coil; D0 is the outer diameter of the tube. The coils are 
connected in series to an external resistance R. The series connected coils have an internal 
resistance of Re, an inductance of Le. The dynamic differential equation of the circuit of the 
coils is given by 
e ( z) 0V L I Bl y                                                                        (2.6) 
Where V=I(R+Re) is the total voltage across the external load resistance and internal coil 
resistance on the two output terminals of the circuit. Equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be solved 
by using the integration method. Equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be written as 
 
331( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
e
e e
e e
kkc Bl
y z y z y z y z z V
m m m m R R
R R Bl R R
V V x
L L

               

       

            (2.7) 
Equation (2.7) can be wired and programmed as a code in Matlab Simulink as shown in 
Figure 2.5. There are two round sum blocks describe the dynamic and electric equations 
respectively in Figure 2.5. There are five negative inputs and one output in the top block, and 
there are one positive and one negative inputs and one output at the bottom block. The five 
terms on the right hand side (RHS) of the first equation of Equation (2.7) are presented by the 
five inputs in the top round sum block shown in Figure 2.5. The output of the top round sum 
block is y z . y z
is integrated once to give the relative velocity
 zy  
,
 zy    
is integrated 
twice to give the relative displacement y z . y z
 
is multiplied by itself three times which 
gives  
3
y z . zy    and y z  multiplied by –c/m and –k1/m contribute to two negative 
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inputs of the top round sum block and  
3
y z  multiplied by -k3/m contributes to one 
negative input of the top round sum block as shown in Figure 2.5. The input excitation 
acceleration - z  and voltage V(t) multiplied by -Bl/[m(R+Re)] are the other two inputs. The 
electric formula can be wired from the bottom round sum block. The two inputs in the bottom 
round sum block represent the two terms on the right hand side of the second equation of 
Equation (2.7) shown in Figure 2.5. The output of the bottom round sum block is V , while 
V  is the voltage change rate from which the voltage V(t) is obtained from the time integral 
once. The voltage V(t) multiplied by -(R+Re)/Le and the relative velocity y z  multiplied by 
Bl(R+Re)/Le are the inputs for the bottom round sum block. The relative velocity y z can be 
obtained and wired from the integral of the output y z of the top round sum block. A source 
block is used to provide the excitation input - z , a sink block scope is used to monitor the 
excitation input. The other two sink block scopes are used to display the output voltage and 
relative displacement signals.  
For given input acceleration excitation of the tube in a sine wave with a frequency and 
amplitude, the output time response of the relative displacement of the oscillator with respect 
to the tube and the voltage of the two terminals of the circuit can be predicted. The 
parameters of the tube system such as m, k1, k3, c, B, l and R can be identified and measured 
from experiments.   
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Figure 2.5 Simulation schematic of Model A for prediction of the oscillator relative 
displacement response (y-z) and output voltage v from the base excitation acceleration z  
using Matlab Simulink time domain integration method. 
It is seen from Figure 2.5 that the base acceleration z  is fed as a sine wave into the 
system, the time trace outputs of the relative displacement response (y-z) and output voltage 
V can be solved and scoped. With inputs of different excitation frequencies and amplitude of 
the tube acceleration z , the output voltage and power can be calculated. In the above 
calculations, the inductance Le can be calculated by 
2 2
0
e 0 r
c4
  

   

N D
L
h
                                (2.8) 
Where 0=4πx10-7 N.m-2 is the permeability of the coil with air core; r is the permeability 
coefficient of the coil, for the iron core, r=1450, for the air core, r=1; N is the number of 
wiring turns per coil; D0 is the diameter of the tube; hc is the height of each coil. The 
magnetic flux density can be either measured by experiments using Gauss meter or calculated 
by simulation using the software of ANSYS Maxwell & Simplorer and Electromagnetics, 
which is based on the calculated average magnetic flux density of the multiple points in the 
magnetic field around the coil. With inputs of different values of external resistance R, 
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inductance Le, the magnetic flux density B and the total length of the coil wire l, the output 
voltage and power can be calculated and optimised. 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be solved using the time domain integration method and 
can also be solved using the harmonic balance method which be illustrated below. 
2.4. Time domain method for Solution of Model B 
Model B is also a SDOF oscillator generator using the same setup with Model A, but it 
is an improved design which creates a double speed of the magnets with respect to the coils 
inside the device as shown in Figure 2.6. Two sets of 10 mm thickness coils are inserted and 
sandwiched between large magnets and small magnets.  
Using the same assumption, the dynamic differential equation of the Duffing-type 
oscillator is given by 
 
3
1 3( ) ( ) ( ) 0Gm y+k y z k y z c y z Bl I F =                                                     (2.9) 
Where m is the total mass of the oscillator, k1 is the linear part spring stiffness constant, k3 is 
the nonlinear part spring stiffness constant, c is the damping coefficient, B is the magnetic 
flux density, I is the current in the coils, l is the total length of the coils where 
1l = D N . N is 
the number of turns in each coil; D1 is the circumference of the coil frame. The coils are 
connected in series to an external resistance R. The series connected coils have an internal 
resistance of Re, an inductance of Le. FG is the rotation inertia forces of the four pulleys. FG 
could be written as
w
G 2
4 J
F = y
r
 
 
 
, Jw is the moment of rotational inertia coefficient of each 
of the pulley wheels and r is the radius of each of the pulley wheels (diameter 0.024 m).  
The dynamic differential equation of the circuit of the coils is given by 
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e 2 ( z) 0V L I Bl y                                                                               (2.10) 
Set w
s 2
4 J
m =
r

, Equations (2.9) and (2.10) can be written as: 
 
331( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
s s s s e
e e
e e
kkc Bl
y z y z y z y z z V
m+m m+m m+m m+m R R
R R 2 Bl R R
V V y z
L L

               

         

(2.11) 
The differences between Model A and Model B are the relative velocity y z  
multiplied by 2Bl(R+Re)/Le as the input for the bottom round sum block and the total system 
mass  sm m  including the inertia effect of the four pulley wheels.  Le of Model B is around 
0.015 H. For given input acceleration excitation of the cuboid in a sine wave recorded by the 
accelerometer on the wooden box frame, the output time response of the relative 
displacement of the oscillator with respect to the harvester and the voltage of the two 
terminals of the circuit can be predicted shown in Figure 2.7.  
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of a simplified SDOF oscillator model in a 3D printing cuboid 
generator (Model B)  
 
Figure 2.7 Simulation schematic of Model B for prediction of the oscillator relative 
displacement response (y-z) and output voltage v from the base excitation acceleration z  
using Matlab Simulink time domain integration method. 
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Chapter 3 Analysis of the nonlinear oscillator of the 
electromagnetic vibration energy harvester  
In this chapter, the dynamic equations of mechanical and electric components of Models 
A and B are solved using the harmonic balance method and verified using the perturbation 
method. Relative displacement between the oscillator and base excitation, output voltage and 
power are analytically expressed in dimensionless forms. The results are presented in the 
frequency domain. 
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1, the process of solving the equations 
using the harmonic balance method is illustrated. In Section 3.2, the perturbation method is 
illustrated to solve the equations.  
3.1. The Harmonic Balance Method 
In order to solve Equations (2.5) and (2.6), it is assumed that 
0= cos( )x x t
      
 0 1cosV V t   
      
 0 2cosz z t   
             (3.1) 
where x=y-z is the relative displacement of the magnet oscillator with respect to the tube, 0x  
is the displacement amplitude of x, ω is the excitation frequency of the tube, t is the time 
variable; V is the output voltage of the coils connected in series to an external resistance R, 
0V is the amplitude of output voltage V, 1  is the phase difference between the output voltage 
V and the relative displacement x; z is the excitation displacement of the tube, 0z  is the 
displacement amplitude of z, 2  is the phase difference between the tube displacement z and 
the relative displacement x. Substituting Equation (3.1) into Equation (2.6) gives 
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   e0 1 0 1 0cos sin sin 0
L
V t V t Bl x t
R
                 
                         (3.2) 
Let  
e
1 2
e
1 2
e
cos cos
1
1
sin sin
1

 

 



 
 
  
 

 
  
  
 
L
R
L
R
L
R
                 (3.3) 
Equation (3.2) becomes 
2
e
0 1 01 sin( ) sin
L
V t Bl x t
R
     
 
          
                            (3.4)
 
where 
0
0
2
e 1
Bl x
V
L
R


 

 
  
 
                   (3.5) 
It is assumed that  
2
0A z      
 
Bl
R                                          (3.6)
 
Substituting Equation (3.1) into Equation (2.5) gives 
2 3 3
0 0 1 0 3 0
0 1 2
cos sin cos cos
cos( ) cos( )
m x t c x t k x t k x t
V t m A t
     
    
             
                                            (3.7) 
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which is arranged as 
e
0
2 3 0
0 1 0 3 0 0
2 2
e e
2 2
3
cos sin
4
1 1
cos cos sin sin
L
V
VRm x k x k x t c x t
L L
R R
m A t m A t
 

   
 
   
   
     
   
                 
                     
       
                     (3.8) 
Since )sin(sincos
22   tCBtCtB ,  which is applied to both sides of the 
Equation (3.8). The amplitude of the both sides of Equation (3.8) is equal to each other, 
which leads to  
2 2
e
0
2 3 2 20
0 1 0 3 0 0
2 2
e e
3
4
1 1
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VRm x k x k x c x m A
L L
R R
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   
     
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                 
                       
                              (3.9) 
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 
 
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(3.10) 
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From Equation (3.9), it derives 
   
2
2
0 2 2
2 2 2 2 2
2 23 e1
0 2 2 2 2 2 2
e e
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It is assumed that 
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                                                                                              (3.12) 
From (Wang X., et al., 2016), it gives 
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e e
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α L LB l
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                            (3.13) 
Substituting Equations (3.12) and (3.13) into Equation (3.11) gives 
 
2
2
2 2
2 2 3 2
2 2 N N N N N N
N N2 2
N N
2 23
1 2
4 1 1
ff
M
R R
M
R R
     
  

          
          
                    (3.14) 
Where M is the amplitude response of the system. It is noted that Equation (3.14) is cubic in 
M2, thus there are one or three real root(s) for a given frequency. 
In order to find the two loci of the jump points, Equation (3.14) is written as 
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Differentiate the both sides of Equation (3.15) with respect to frequency N with  assumed 
as constants, and when
N



M
, it gives  
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                   (3.16) 
Two roots of Equation (3.16) are given by 
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Figure 3.1 Amplitude frequency response curve with boundary curve of the unstable 
region intersecting with the two loci of the jump points. Where solid line is stable region 
and dashed line unstable region, and the dashed-dotted line shows the boundary of the 
unstable region. 
Equation (3.17) describes the two loci of the jump points in the frequency-response curve. 
Therefore, for a given damping and given excitation amplitude, if there are three solutions for 
Equation (3.14), Equation (3.17) separates the loci of frequency-response curve into three 
sections as shown in Figure 3.1.  From Equations (3.6), (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13), it gives 
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               (3.18) 
From Equations (3.5) and (3.18), it gives 
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and the harvested power is given by  
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In the same way, from (2.9) and (2.10), it gives 
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and the harvested power is given by  
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Dimensionless harvested power ratios for the non-linear oscillator energy harvester as 
shown in Equations (3.20) and (3.22) are comparable to those of the linear electromagnetic 
and piezoelectric oscillator energy harvester (Wang, X., et al., 2015, Wang, X., et al., 2016). 
For the nonlinear oscillator, in addition to the dimensionless control variables of RN and N, 
the mechanical damping ratio  and dimensionless relative displacement of the oscillator M 
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are also included as control variables of the dimensionless harvested power ratio, which is 
different from that of the linear oscillator. 
3.2. The Averaging Method 
The above generators can also be studied using the averaging method. Details of the 
Averaging Method are given in Appendix. 
The results of the Averaging Method have verified those of the Harmonic Balance 
Method. The Harmonic Balance Method is preferred in the analysis. 
 
Chapter 4 Experimental investigation and parameter study of 
electromagnetic energy harvester  
In this chapter, experimental investigation processes are described to validate Models A 
and B for analytical predictions. All the parameters of Models A and B are identified through 
either the experiments or simulations. From the validated Model A, the influence of the 
parameters on the system performance is studied. The method for the identification of Model 
A parameters is used for the identification of Model B parameters. The novel nonlinear 
double speed energy harvester design was developed and validated with the theoretical 
analysis, simulation and experimental measurement results.  
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.1, the introduction of experimental test. 
In Section 4.2, the design manufactures and device assembly in experiment are introduced. In 
Section 4.3, the experiment set up is introduced. In Section 4.4, the experimental process and 
results and the theoretical analysis results of Model A are compared and discussed. In Section 
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4.5, the experimental process and results and the theoretical analysis results of Model B are 
compared and discussed. In Section 4.6, the experiment of the electrical components was 
presented and illustrated. 
4.1. Introduction  
Theoretical analysis is conducted in the previous section. In order to verify the 
theoretical prediction about harvesting the energy from the ocean wave energy conversion, a 
real time data acquisition on the experimental devices is conducted. The following sections 
will give an overview of the experimental setups, results and their discussion. There are two 
prototypes for Model A and Model B respectively which are designed for experiment 
validations of the two models. Model B has a better design.  
4.2. Manufactures of Model A and Model B 
In order to identify the system parameters of Model A for analysis and simulation, the 
design configurations are introduced in Section 2.2. WD40 lubricant was applied onto the 
surface of the rods, which helped to reduce friction and enhance energy harvesting efficiency. 
In order to reduce the natural frequency of the magnet oscillator, a weight was added to each 
of the disks which would increase the inertia of the magnet oscillator and allow for a larger 
rebound or oscillation (Figure 4.1). Each of the disks was inserted with 20 5x5x5mm 
Neodymium magnets in an 80 mm diameter ring array as shown in Figure 4.2 where the two 
holes in the disk were used to mount the disk onto the two support/guide rods. The magnets 
are arranged in a Halbach array pattern in the circumference direction so that the fluxes are 
oriented in the radial direction of the tube so that the wiring direction of the coils are 
perpendicular to that of the fluxes. The Maxwell simulation has simplified the structures of 
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Halbach and alternating polarity arrangements by adopting 12 magnets instead of 20 magnets, 
which should demonstrate the same trend of the flux distribution. The magnetic flux 
distributions of the topological opening up of the magnet ring array (north outward) are 
compared for the Halbach and alternating polarity arrangements in Figure 4.2. It is seen from 
Figure 4.2 that the top side of the topological opening up of the ring array has much larger 
magnetic field intensity than the bottom side. Therefore, the outside of the disk had much 
higher magnetic field intensity than the inside. The marked red arrows beside the magnets on 
the disk pointed to their north polarities. The rare earth magnets were arranged in a Halbach 
array and inserted onto the disks, which would maximize the strength of the magnetic field 
outside the disk where 0.5 mm gauge copper coils were wound around the outside surface of 
the tube as shown in Figure 4.3. Four coils of 65 turns were separated from each other by a 
distance of 15 mm. Each set of the coils is connected to a bridge rectifier to convert AC 
current into DC current which facilitates their connection in the series. The four coils were 
connected in series for their output. The Maxwell transient simulation was also conducted to 
compare which magnets structure generates more current in the same circuit situation. 
 
Figure 4.1 Spaced two disks sliding on the supporting rods. 
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(a)                                                          (b) 
 
(c)                                                           (d) 
 
Figure 4.2 A ring array of 20 Neodymium magnets inserted in the disk and the magnetic 
flux distributions of the topology opening up of the ring array for the Halbach and 
alternating polarity arrangements. (a) The disk in the test device; (b) Flux line 
distributions (c) Magnetic field simulation of a simplified alternating polarity 
arrangements with 12 magnets; (d) Magnetic field simulation of a simplified Halbach 
polarity arrangements with 12 magnets; 
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Figure 4.3 The cylindrical tube electromagnetic energy harvester excited by a shaker. 
For the Model B, the design configurations are introduced in Section 2.2 as well. The 
comparison with the other magnet array arrangements and configurations was done by the 
software of ANSYS Maxwell & Simplorer and Electromagnetics. Through the FE analysis, 
the flux density distributions of a quarter structure from different magnet array arrangement 
are revealed and plotted in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. The solutions of the transient 
simulation are used to compare the flux density distributions from different magnet array 
arrangement with the same coil setting. Figure 4.6 (a) is proved to be the best combination, as 
per output voltage results in Figure 4.7. The 3D printed components are shown in Figure 4.8.  
As the coil frame connects one side of the rope and holding the coils, it is an important 
part of the harvester. The optimized design is shown in Figure 4.5 which reinforced the 
flange and strut by extending their thickness to 3 mm. The uplift design of the flange is for 
fixing the rope and wiring the coils evenly.  
Inside the cuboid box, the large magnets are stored in four magnet frames where the 
magnets are more convenient to be fitted in and out. The frames are reinforced to resist the 
magnetic force between the magnets. This frame is designed to be replaceable to prevent the 
cuboid from being broken down. When the magnets are arranged in the Halbach array and 
fitted into the magnet frames, the frames are inserted into the grooves of the cuboid box. 
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Grease or a lubricant is smeared on the surface of the small magnet frame and inside the coil 
frame to reduce the sliding friction. The coils are wired in four phases where the generator in 
the four phases would generate more power than that in the three phases and two phases (Zuo, 
2010). In this device structure, upper and lower coils are tightly wound around a coil frame 
which is placed inside the cuboid box to be packed up for the internal space. There is a 
special design on the coil frame to fasten the rope which is shown in Figure 4.5. The four 
pulley wheels are fixed onto the two inner side walls of the wooden box frame. For each of 
the four fixed pulley wheels, one end of the rope is led through the hole on the bottom cap of 
the cuboid and connected to the coil frame. The other end of the rope is reeved through the 
pulley and tied onto the magnet frame through the hook outside the cuboid box where the 
bottom cap is fixed onto through screws. The assembled device is ready to be hung on a 
metal frame to swing as shown in Figure 4.9.  
When the excitation displacement was applied on the energy harvester, the cuboid 
would move in the opposite direction to the coil frame. There are two magnets on the two end 
caps of the cuboid respectively, while there are two corresponding magnets of the same poles 
on the two inner side walls of the wooden box frame facing the magnets on the cuboid. The 
magnetic field of repulsion force between the two same pole magnets on each side of the 
cuboid and wooden box frame acts as a magnetic spring. The force and displacement curve 
can be calculated using the FE analysis software of ANSYS Maxwell & Simplorer and 
Electromagnetics. The distance between two magnets influences the magnitude of the 
magnetic repulsion force, so the magnetic spring stiffness coefficients of k1 and k3 could be 
different. Another interchangeable design is the nonlinear spring could be replaced by a 
spring group shown in Figure 4.10 (a).  
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Figure 4.4 Magnets are fitted into the magnet frame inside the white cuboid. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Coil frame 
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                                               (a)                                               (b) 
                                        
                                        (c)                                               (d) 
Figure 4.6 The transient magnetic flux distribution simulation of the four magnet array 
arrangements using the software of ANSYS Maxwell & Simplorer and 
Electromagnetics. 
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(a)  
  
(b) 
  
(c) 
    
 (d) 
Figure 4.7 The generated output voltages from four different magnet array 
arrangements. 
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Figure 4.8 3D printed components of the Model B harvester device.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 The double speed electromagnetic energy harvester excited by a shaker. 
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(a) Linear spring setting of the Model B device 
 
(b) Nonlinear magnetic spring setting of the Model B device. 
Figure 4.10 The Model B harvester device assembly 
4.3. Experiments set up 
The vibration energy harvesters were hanging on the frame through two fine rods and 
horizontally excited by the shaker. The output AC voltage signal was measured and recorded 
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by the Bruel & Kjaer Pulse computer data acquisition system. The device was excited by the 
PC-controlled shaker which is driven by a Polytec laser vibro-meter system through a power 
amplifier. Two accelerometers were used to measure the excitation displacement or 
acceleration of the harvester device. One accelerometer is glued at the center on the left hand 
inner side plane of the wooden box frame to measure the base excitation signal. The other 
one is glued onto the cap of cuboid box to measure the displacement of the magnets of the 
harvester. All the displacement, acceleration and voltage output are measured and analyzed 
using the Bruel & Kjaer Pulse Dynamic Measurement and Analysis System. For Model A, 
the excitation from the shaker was applied at the center of the right end cap. For Model B, an 
excitation from the shaker was applied at the center on the left hand outer side plane of the 
wooden box frame. The displacement, acceleration and output voltage signals were measured 
and recorded. The flowcharts for Model A and Model B are shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 
4.12. The similarity of Models A and B is that both Model A and B devices have the output 
voltage signal, data acquisition system and the excitation system  which includes a control 
signal from computer, power supply and a shaker. The difference is that Model B device has 
two accelerometers and amplifiers to measure the displacement values of the wooden frame 
and cuboid box. 
 
Figure 4.11 Model A setup flowchart 
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Figure 4.12 Model B setup flowchart 
4.4. The experimental investigation and parameter study of Model A 
harvester device 
In order to verify the analytical and simulation results, the Model A harvester device 
was developed and tested. As shown in Figure 4.3 the experimental device consists of a 
vibration exciter or a shaker, the vibration energy harvester or the cylindrical tube generator 
which is suspended by two parallel ropes at a fixed end. The Bruel & Kjaer Pulse data 
computer data acquisition and analysis system is used to record the transducer signals. For a 
linear oscillator, the fixed magnets on the end caps of the tube were removed and two steel 
springs were used to connect the disks to the end caps.  
4.4.1.  Parameter identification and study of Model A 
In order to identify the stiffness and damping coefficients of the magnetic springs, the 
software of ANSYS Maxwell & Simplorer and Electromagnetics was used to simulate the 
magnetic field between the disks and end caps for calculation of the restoring force of the 
magnetic springs versus the displacement of the magnet oscillator. It was assumed that the 
magnet oscillator was the Duffing-type oscillator. Therefore the linear and nonlinear stiffness 
coefficients of the magnetic springs,
 
k1 and k3 can be identified from the least square curve 
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fitting of the simulation data of the restoring force and displacement of the oscillator. For the 
linear oscillator, the nonlinear stiffness coefficient k3 is set to be zero. The magnetic flux 
density or magnetic field intensity B can be calculated from the magnetic field simulation or 
can be measured from the device using a Gauss meter. The total length of the coil can be 
measured by a ruler. Therefore Bl can be calculated from multiplying B by l. The inductance 
of the coils Le can be calculated from Equation (2.8). 
In order to identify the system parameters for the theoretical analyses, calculations, as 
well as the simulation for the output voltage and harvested power of electromagnetic 
vibration energy harvester, the experimental device in Figure 4.3 has to be physically tested. 
A sweep sine (or white noise) signal was used to excite the tube pendulum with the 
displacement amplitude of 0.8 mm and the output voltage of the coils and its frequency 
response function were measured as shown in Figure 4.13 (a). From the modal resonant peak 
of the frequency response function amplitude curve, the natural frequency of the oscillator 
was identified. From the weighted mass and identified natural frequency, the stiffness 
coefficient of the steel springs can be calculated. The damping ratio was identified from the 
modal peak using the half power bandwidth method, which the damping coefficient of the 
device was calculated from the weighted mass, identified natural frequency and damping 
ratio. It is seen that the output voltage results of the simulation and experiment measurement 
coincide well in the frequency range from 0 Hz to 10 Hz. Above 10 Hz, the experimental 
measurement results drop off largely. This is because under off-resonance condition, the 
maximum static friction has largely increased the damping coefficient. Because of the sliding 
friction, the damping coefficient at the resonance condition is much smaller than that at the 
off-resonance condition. Therefore the damping coefficient changes from the resonance to the 
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off-resonance conditions. However, the damping coefficient in the simulation was set as 
constant. 
In order to verify the parameters of the linear oscillator Model A, a sine wave excitation 
was generated where the excitation frequency of the shaker was set to be close to the resonant 
frequency of the oscillator, the voltage output was measured. The excitation displacement 
amplitude was varied, the other parameters in Table 3 were not changed. The output voltage 
was measured and plotted in the orange curve with square dots in Figure 4.13 (b). When the 
external load resistance was varied, the other parameters in Table 3 were not changed, the 
output voltage was measured and plotted in the orange curve with square dots in Figure 4.13 
(c). The identified and measured parameters of the oscillator are listed below. 
 
Table 3 Identified parameters of the oscillator 
Parameters Values 
k1 (N/m) 1010.6 
k3 (N/m3) (calculated) 125000 
m (kg) 0.4 
c (Ns/m) 6 
Bl (Tm) 0.064 
Le (H) 0.005132194 
Re (Ohm) 8 
z0 (m) 0.0008 
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(a)  
 
(b)  
 
(c)  
Figure 4.13 Experimentally measured (the orange curve with square dots) and 
simulated (the blue curve with diamond dots) output voltage of the device by changing 
the excitation frequency (a), the excitation displacement amplitude (b) and the external 
resistance (c). 
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The figure shows the trend of the output voltage with the excitation frequency, 
displacement amplitude and the external load resistance. It is clearly seen that the measured 
and simulated results match with each other very well. The experimental results of linear 
model A have verified the simulation results.  
4.4.2.  Theoretical analysis, calculation, and parameter study of Model A with a 
nonlinear oscillator 
After the system simulation model of the linear oscillator is validated, the nonlinear 
stiffness k3 is included in the simulation model shown in Figure 2.5 which forms the 
simulation model of the nonlinear oscillator system. The output voltage versus the excitation 
frequency was simulated for the nonlinear oscillator system and plotted in round dots in 
Figure 4.14. The simulation results of the nonlinear oscillator system are used to verify the 
analytical results of the nonlinear oscillator system. The output voltage of the nonlinear 
oscillator system is analytically calculated from Equation (3.19) using the software 
Mathematica and the parameters identified in Table 3 where the excitation amplitude is 
0.0008 m. The identified nonlinear stiffness coefficient k3 is 125000 N/m
3. The output 
voltage versus the excitation frequency is plotted and shown in a solid curve in Figure 4.14 
where the limit-point or saddle or node or jumping point is determined by differentiating the 
both sides of Equation (3.15) with respect to frequency N with  assumed as constants, and 
given by Equations (3.16) and (3.17). The region between the two jump points is unstable 
which corresponds to the bifurcation phenomenon. There may be more than one frequency 
response function amplitude values at the same frequency between the two jumping points. 
The frequency response function amplitude value is determined by the frequency sweeping 
sequence of the excitation – up or down sweep. There are three displacement responses 
which are Intrawell oscillations, Chaotic vibrations and Interwell oscillations depends on the 
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input amplitude. But the benefits or disadvantages of bi-stable devices due to stochastic 
excitation have not yet been conclusively determined. It is clearly seen that the analytical 
results match well with the simulation results of the nonlinear oscillator system, which has 
validated the nonlinear analysis model. 
After the analytical model is validated, the analytical model can be used to conduct a 
parameter study of the nonlinear oscillator system. In order to study the influence of different 
parameters on the nonlinearity, the relative displacement of the nonlinear oscillator and the 
output voltage versus the excitation frequency are analytically calculated from Equations 
(3.18) and (3.19) for different system parameters and plotted in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 
for comparison. In Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, the excitation displacement amplitude z0 is 
varied for 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 m, the damping coefficients c is varied for 0.6, 6, 10 Ns/m, 
external load resistance R is varied for 3, 8, 20 Ohm electromechanical coupling coefficient 
Bl is varied for 0.001, 0.064, 1 Tm and the ratio of the nonlinear and linear stiffness 
coefficients of the magnetic springs k3/k1 is varied for +/-125 and +/-250 m
-2 respectively. 
Figure 4.15 (a)-(e) show the relative displacement frequency response amplitude curves 
by changing the nonlinear stiffness coefficient, base excitation, damping, load resistance and 
electromechanical coupling coefficient. The largest displacement amplitude will occur at the 
resonance of the non-linear system which is different from the resonant frequency of the 
equivalent linear system. One noticeable change is the significant increase in the relative 
displacement amplitude that is associated with an increase in nonlinear stiffness coefficient 
and base excitation displacement, and associated with a decrease in damping. 
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Figure 4.14 The calculated and simulated output voltages versus the excitation 
frequency using the analytical (Mathematica) (solid line) and simulation (Matlab 
Simulink) (solid round dots) methods in the nonlinear oscillator system. 
 
Figure 4.15 Relative displacement frequency response amplitude curves for different 
parameters. (a) k3/k1=0, +/-125, +/-250, and +/-500 m-2. (b) z0=0.01, 0.02, 0.03 m (c) c=0.6, 
6, 10 Ns/m (d) R=3, 10, 20  (e) Bl=0.001, 0.064, 1 Tm 
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Figure 4.16 The output voltage frequency response amplitude curves for different 
parameter changes. (a) R=3, 10, 20  (b) c=0.06, 6, 10 Ns/m (c) z0=0.01, 0.02, 0.03 m (d) 
k3/k1=0, +/-125, and +/-250 m-2 (e) Bl=0.001, 0.064, 1 Tm. 
The results are shown in Figure 4.15 (a), (b), (c) and (e) and Figure 4.16 (b)-(e) are 
based on the assumption that the harvester works without any external load resistance. The 
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figures show the sensitivities of the oscillator displacement and output voltage to the main 
parameters. It is seen from the frequency response amplitude curves in Figure 4.16 that the 
increased base excitation displacement amplitude and nonlinear stiffness coefficient have 
developed the multiple periodic attractors and jump phenomena. The solid line indicates the 
stable region and the dashed line indicates the unstable region, this has been illustrated in 
Figure 3.1 where the stable regions or solid lines are either above or below the center lined 
boundary curve. The unstable region or the dashed line stays within the center lined boundary 
curve. The values of the output voltage are more sensitive to the changes of the damping 
coefficient and electromechanical coupling coefficient than to those of the other parameters. 
When k3 increases, the system nonlinearity increases dramatically but it is hard to realize a 
large nonlinear spring stiffness constant where the nonlinearity is distinct. The same trend 
shows when the damping coefficient c is small, the nonlinearity is distinct. However, the 
effects of the external resistance R and the coupling constant factor Bl on the relative 
displacement are very small. An interesting result from Figure 4.16 is the extended frequency 
response range of the harvested output voltage that is exhibited by engaging the nonlinearity 
of the system. In essence, these figures show the system nonlinearity could potentially be 
used to provide a larger output voltage over a wider harvesting frequency. Another important 
consideration is that the maximum output voltage in Figure 4.16 does not occur at the 
resonant frequency of the equivalent linear system. In Figure 4.16, the voltage output is 
affected by all the parameters except the external resistance R. In order to achieve the high 
output voltage, the ideal nonlinear oscillator should have an appropriate and large k3, a 
relatively low damping coefficient and a high Bl factor. 
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4.5. The experimental investigation and parameter study of Model B 
harvester device 
Using the same method of Model A, the parameters of the double speed nonlinear 
electromagnetic energy harvester were identified and shown in Table 4. The nonlinear 
magnetic spring of Model B was simulated by the software of ANSYS Maxwell & Simplorer 
and Electromagnetics. Through comparing the distances between two magnets, the best 
performance is achieved at the distance of 30 mm (Figure 4.17). The force difference of the 
two sides of the cuboid is the largest moving in the axial direction within a range of 12 mm. 
The force displacement curve was shown in Figure 4.18. The actual maximum excursion is 
about ±6 mm, as demonstrated in Figure 4.18. The linear and nonlinear spring stiffness 
coefficient k1 and k3 was identified. A sine signal with displacement amplitude of 3 mm was 
used to excite or shake the double speed nonlinear oscillator harvester. The output voltage of 
the coils and its frequency response function were measured as well. The damping ratio was 
identified from the modal peak of the frequency response function amplitude curve using the 
half power bandwidth method. 
 
Figure 4.17 Magnets repelling force simulation 
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Figure 4.18 Magnetic repulsion force versus the displacement in a range of ±6 mm with 
respect to the starting position of the moving magnets. 
 
Table 4 Identified parameters of the nonlinear oscillator 
Parameters Values 
k1 (N/m) 1500 
k3 (N/m3) 4000000 
m (kg) 2.01 
c (Ns/m) 25 
Bl (Tm) 4 
Le (H) 0.015 
Re (Ohm) 5 
z0 (mm) 3 
 
4.5.1. Time domain simulation results and experimental measurement results of 
Model B 
The accelerometer on the side wall of the base wooden box frame recorded the input 
excitation signal which is a sine frequency wave. Comparing the peak to peak output voltages 
calculated from the simulation with those measured from the experiments, the time domain 
simulation results are verified. When the simulated voltage and displacement results are all 
compared with the measured results, the parameters in Table 4 are identified. The identified 
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system parameters have to make sure that the simulation results match with the measured 
results for sine wave excitation inputs. From Figure 4.19, it is shown that the simulated 
output voltage matches with the experimentally measured voltage.  
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(a) Recorded excitation input signal  
 
(b) The simulated output voltage from the excitation input signal. 
 
(c) Experimentally measured output voltage result  
Figure 4.19 Comparison of the calculated and measured output voltage in the time 
domain. 
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4.5.2. Calculated and experimentally measured results in the frequency domain 
of Model B 
The measured results are also compared with the calculated results in the frequency 
domain. The displacement excitation input signal is a sweep wave from 4 Hz to 9 Hz. 
Through the Bruel & Kjaer Pulse data acquisition and analysis system, the ratio of the output 
voltage over the input excitation displacement was measured and analysed using the FFT 
algorithm. The experimentally measured results are plotted together with the results 
calculated from the software of Mathematica in the frequency domain. Another accelerometer 
on the 3D printed cuboid box was used to measure the displacement of the oscillator. The 
displacement of the 3D printed cuboid box is a half of the relative displacement of the 
magnets with respect to the coils because of the concept of a fixed pulley wheel system. From 
Figure 4.20, it is seen that the calculated output voltage ratio matches well with the 
experimentally measured output voltage ratio in the frequency domain. From the Figure 4.21, 
the calculated relative displacement of the oscillator with respect to the base wooden box 
frame matches well with the experimentally measured relative displacement of the oscillator. 
The experiment results were plotted in the dots. It is clearly seen that the experimentally 
measured and analytically calculated results match with each other very well. The 
experimental results have verified the analytically calculated results. The analytical model 
has been validated.  
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Figure 4.20 The comparison of the experimentally measured and analytically calculated 
output voltage ratios with the base displacement excitation input (solid line – the 
analytically calculated, dots – the experimentally measured). 
 
Figure 4.21 Comparison of the experimentally measured and analytically calculated 
relative displacement ratios of the cuboid over the base excitation input displacement 
(solid line – the analytically calculated, dots – the experimentally measured). 
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4.5.3. Theoretical analysis, calculation and parameter study of Model B with a 
nonlinear oscillator  
Further studies are investigated on the sensitivity analysis of the model B parameters. 
Follow the same method as per the Model A steps, different amplitudes and resistances are 
used in experiments. Six different excitation displacement amplitudes are used to excite the 
device at the frequency of 5 Hz, from small to large excitation displacement amplitudes are 
1.4 mm, 1.6 mm, 2 mm, 2.6 mm, 3.3 mm and 4 mm respectively. Also, five external circuit 
load resistances (3, 5, 7, 9, 11 ohms) are used to calculate the power values shown in Figure 
4.22. The output voltage of Model B device is analytically calculated from Equation (3.21) 
using the software of Mathematica and the parameters identified in Table 4. The analytically 
calculated output voltage frequency response amplitude curves of Model B device with a 
linear and nonlinear oscillator from 0.01 m excitation displacement amplitude are plotted and 
shown in Figure 4.23. It is seen from Figure 4.23 that Model B with a nonlinear oscillator has 
a much wider harvesting frequency bandwidth and higher output voltage amplitude than 
Model B with a linear oscillator. In order to study the influence of different parameters on the 
oscillator nonlinearity for Model B device, the relative displacement of the nonlinear 
oscillator and the output voltage versus the excitation frequency are analytically calculated 
from Equations (3.20) and (3.21) for different damping coefficients and excitation 
displacement amplitudes and plotted in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25 for comparison. For 
optimization of the harvesting performance, the damping coefficient should be reduced 
because the system design is always not perfect, which induces a certain mechanical damping 
loss. The damping control and analysis are necessary for the future development. The 
excitation displacement amplitude is much larger than 0.003 m in real life environment of 
ocean waves which are from small ripples, to waves over 100 ft (30 m) high, so the excitation 
displacement amplitude is another important parameter for analysis. In Figure 4.24 and 
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Figure 4.25, the excitation displacement amplitude z0 is varied for 0.003, 0.008, 0.011 m, the 
damping coefficient c is varied for 5, 10, 25 Ns/m respectively.  
Figure 4.24 (a)-(b) show the relative displacement frequency response amplitude curves 
by changing the base excitation displacement amplitude and damping coefficient. One 
noticeable change is a significant increase in the relative displacement that is associated with 
an increase of the base excitation displacement, and associated with a decrease of damping 
coefficient. It is seen from the frequency response amplitude curves in Figure 4.25 that the 
increased base excitation displacement amplitude and decreased damping coefficient have 
developed the multiple periodic attractors and jump phenomena. The values of the output 
voltage and relative displacement are more sensitive to the change of the damping coefficient. 
When excitation displacement amplitude z0 increases, the system nonlinearity increases 
dramatically. An interesting result from Figure 4.25 is the dashed or broken line range of the 
frequency response amplitude curve of the output voltage, which is an unstable region. These 
figures show the nonlinearity of the newly designed Model B device could potentially be 
used to provide a larger output voltage over a wider excitation frequency. The maximum 
output voltage of Model B does not occur at the resonant frequency of the equivalent linear 
system as well. In order to achieve the high output voltage the ideal nonlinear oscillator 
should have an appropriate and relatively low damping coefficient and a large excitation 
displacement amplitude. The Model B of double speed oscillator was also compared with 
Model B of single speed oscillator using the same parameters in Table 4. From Figure 4.26, it 
clearly shows that the double speed oscillator created more output voltage than the single 
speed oscillator.  
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(a) Experimentally measured (the blue curve) and analytically calculated (the red 
curve) output voltage of the device by changing the excitation displacement amplitudes. 
 
(b) Analytically calculated (the red curve) and experimentally measured (the blue 
curve) output power results of the device by changing the external resistance R. 
Figure 4.22 Comparison of the experimentally measured (the blue curve) and 
analytically calculated (the red curve) output voltage and power of the device by 
changing the excitation displacement amplitude and the external resistance. 
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Figure 4.23 The output voltage frequency response amplitude curves of Model B with a 
linear and nonlinear oscillator. 
   
(a)                                                               (b) 
Figure 4.24 Relative displacement frequency response amplitudes of the nonlinear 
oscillator for different damping coefficients and excitation displacement amplitudes. (a) 
z0=0.003 m (light blue curve), 0.008 m (red curve), 0.011 m (deep blue curve) (b) c=5 
Ns/m (deep blue curve), 10 Ns/m (red curve), 25 Ns/m (light blue curve). 
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(a)                                                                  (b) 
Figure 4.25 The output voltage frequency response amplitude curves for different 
damping coefficients and excitation displacement amplitudes. (a) z0=0.003 m, 0.008 m, 
0.011 m (b) c=5 Ns/m, 10 Ns/m, 25 Ns/m. 
 
 
Figure 4.26 The output voltage frequency response amplitude curves of Model B with 
single speed and double speed oscillator. 
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4.6.  Interface electronic circuits for vibration energy harvesting 
Dimensionless analyses of electromagnetic vibration energy harvester for harvested 
power and energy harvesting efficiency have been conducted by introducing the 
dimensionless resistance and equivalent force factor [Wang, 2015]. Four interface circuits 
(standard interface circuit, synchronous electric charge extraction interface circuit, the series 
and parallel synchronous switch harvesting on inductor interface circuits) have been studied. 
The dimensionless harvested power is always less than 0.125 and the harvesting efficiency at 
the maximum harvested power is 50% for all interface circuits. There is a special case for 
SECE interface circuit that when the normalised force factor tends to a very large value while 
the resistance tends to zero and 
2 3
N Na R  is constant, the dimensionless harvested power will 
be constant and less than 0.125 and the harvested power of other interface circuits will be 
zero. The standard interface circuit is chosen to interface with the double speed 
electromagnetic energy oscillator shown in Figure 4.27. The electromagnetic energy 
harvester with a standard interface circuit can be simulated by an equivalent circuit using 
PSIM Electronic Simulation Software as shown in Figure 4.28. This circuit uses one 1F 5.5 
VDC super capacitor and one bridge rectifier and a small bulb in parallel. Using the 
excitation displacement amplitude of 0.004 m at 5 Hz, harvested voltages of capacitor at 10 s, 
30 s and 50 s are recorded and compared with the simulation results as shown in Figure 4.29. 
The LED was lighted up after the capacitor was charging for 10 s and 50 s with different 
brightness as shown in Figure 4.30. 
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Figure 4.27 Standard interface circuit for the energy harvester 
 
 
Figure 4.28 Standard interface circuit simulation 
 
Figure 4.29 Simulated (black curve) and measured (black dots) output voltage values of 
the external resistance versus time.  
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(a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 4.30 Harvested electrical energy for powering the bulb (a) turn on the switch at 
10 sec (b) turn on the switch at 50 sec. 
 
Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future work 
5.1. Research contributions 
The research question 1 is answered by adopting a strong nonlinear spring and large 
excitation amplitude, smaller damping coefficient for the energy harvester. The research 
question 2 is answered by adopting the Halbach array magnet combination and the fixed 
pulley mechanism for double relative speed of magnets with respect to the coils. 
In this thesis, two vibration energy harvesters of Models A and B are illustrated and 
analysed. The focus is on the nonlinearity analysis of the oscillator, the simulation and 
parameter study of the vibration energy harvester. The analytical model is calculated using 
the software of Mathematica. The analysis results have been verified by the simulation results 
using the software of Matlab Simulink. The model taking into account of the nonlinear 
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effects of the oscillator is able to predict the performance of the energy harvester for different 
values of the system parameters. The effects of the parameters have been studied based on the 
analytical harvester model validated by the simulation and experiment results. It is found that 
the excitation displacement amplitude, the non-linear stiffness and mechanical damping 
coefficients have large influences on the harvested voltage or power, oscillator relative 
displacement and frequency bandwidth. The electromechanical coupling factor Bl only has 
some influence on the harvested voltage or power, but has very little influence on the 
oscillator relative displacement and frequency bandwidth. The external load resistance R has 
very little influence on the harvested voltage or power, oscillator relative displacement and 
frequency bandwidth. This analysis result shows a clear trend of the anticipated output 
voltage by tuning the parameters of the device. The thesis helps to define the design 
directions of the energy harvesters or the wave energy converters to adapt to different 
circumstances.   
Model B is a new concept design that creates a double speed movement between coils 
and magnets where the stacking patterns of the magnets and coils are carefully studied. The 
effects of the oscillator nonlinearity and the rotational inertia of the pulley wheels on the 
harvesting output voltage and frequency bandwidth have been investigated. Using the 
analysis results, Model B has been optimized for its design, which shows wider frequency 
bandwidth and more harvested energy. It generated an average 0.45 W power at the 
frequency of 5 Hz from 0.003 m excitation amplitude of the displacement input.  
5.2. Future work 
The structure and material of the proposed harvester need to be better designed and 
selected for a higher performance of the device. The structure could be optimized for large 
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excitation displacement amplitude and the damping caused by friction between components 
could be reduced which will be illustrated and presented in future. The aim of future 
electromagnetic vibration energy harvester design in ocean wave conversion is applicable 
when the pendulum is swaying freely, as the ocean wave motion can be simulated by the 
motion of the pendulum where the period or natural frequency of the pendulum is adjustable 
from the length of the suspending strings or the arm length of the pendulum. As the most 
potential waves are caused by the gravity with the frequency less than 1 Hz and the high 
frequency waves caused by wind is random (less than 10 Hz). The natural frequency of the 
designed harvester is not fully adapted to the ocean wave environment which will be 
improved in the future. The better harvester of low frequency and large vibration amplitude 
will be studied for the ocean wave energy conversion applications. 
For my personal research interests, I will focus on applying the electromagnetic 
vibration energy harvesting technologies into the ocean wave energy conversion if I would 
have the opportunity in my near future research. 
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Appendix 
The Averaging Method is used to verify the results of Harmonic Balance Method. The 
calculation of The Averaging Method is introduced blow. 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) can be combined into the following equation: 
3
1 3
e d 0
d
V
m x c x k x k x Bl m z
R
L V
V Bl x
R t

           

     

              (3.23) 
In order to conduct dimensionless analysis, the natural frequency parameter   is introduced 
and it is assumed that 
, 1N
k
 t , 
m

   

                    (3.24) 
where N is the dimensionless frequency and   is the dimensionless time scale.
 
The base excitation is assumed as 
2
0 0sin( ),  sin( )  sin( )z z t z z t A t                          (3.25) 
Replacing variable t by   in Equation (3.23) gives 
331
N2 2 2 2
e e
sin( )
d
0
d
kkc Bl A
x x x x V
m m m m R
I R Bl
I x
L L
 
    
 

              

     
 
            (3.26) 
It is assumed that 
mx l X  , mz l Z  , m 0 I i I ,               (3.27) 
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where I is the current; im is a threshold or reference current; I0 is a dimensionless current; lm is 
a relevant physical dimension, such as the maximum displacement allowed by physical 
constraints; X is a dimensionless relative displacement; Z is a dimensionless excitation 
displacement. It is further assumed that 
eL
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
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 ,  
em
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Li
lBl
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 2
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2
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                   (3.28) 
Substitution of Equations (3.27) and (3.28) into Equation (3.26) gives 
0 0
3
0 N
0
sin( )
I I X
X X X X I Γ
 
     
     

                        (3.29)
 
where 
2d
d
X
X

  and d
d
X
X

 . 
It is assumed that 
0
( ) cos( ) ( ) sin( )
( ) cos( ) ( ) sin( )
N N
N N
X a b  
I e d  
     
     
     

     
              (3.30) 
Then differentiating X in Equation (3.30) two times with respect to  gives 
   cos( ) sin( )N N N NX a b b a                            (3.31) 
   2 22 cos( ) 2 sin( )N N N N N NX a b a b a b                                 (3.32) 
where the slowly varying assumption leads to 0 a b . 
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Then Equation (3.32) becomes 
(2 ) cos( ) (2 ) sin( )N N N N N NX b a a b                                (3.33) 
From I0 in Equation (3.30), it gives 
0 ( ) cos( ) ( ) sin( );N N N NI e d d e                             (3.34) 
Substituting Equations (3.30), (3.31) and (3.34) into the first equation of Equation (3.29) 
gives 
   cos( ) sin( ) 0N N N N N Nc d c a b d c d b a                                     
                   (3.35) 
which leads to 
N N
N N
e a d e b
d b e d a
    
    
         

        
               (3.36) 
In the same way, substituting Equation (3.30), (3.31), (3.33) into the second equation of 
Equation (3.29) gives 
2 2
2 2
3
2 ( 1 )
4
3
2 ( 1 )
4
N N N
N N N
b a a r b e
a b b r a d Γ
       
       

               

                 

           (3.37) 
Where 2 2 2 r a b . The steady-state amplitude of the periodic response is obtained from the 
fixed points of Equations (3.36)–(3.37) which require 0 deba  . 
Rearranging Equation (3.36) gives 
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(3.38) 
From Equation (3.38), it gives 
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Rearranging Equation (3.37) gives 
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where 222
~~~ bar   
Substituting Equation (3.39) into Equation (3.40) gives 
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From Equation (3.41), it gives 
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where 0r x . From Equation (3.6), (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.24), Equation (3.42) can be 
proved to be identical to Equations (3.11) and (3.14). 
In order to find the two loci of the jump points, Equation (3.42) can be written as 
2 2
2 2
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2
3
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                   (3.43) 
Differentiate the both sides of Equation (3.43) with respect to frequency N while , , ,  
and    are assumed as constants,  and when 
r
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
, it gives  
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27
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                              (3.44) 
Two roots of Equation (3.44) are given by 
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
 
                   (3.45) 
From Equations (3.6), (3.12), (3.13), (3.17), (3.27), Equation (3.45) can be proved to be 
identical to Equation (3.17). In the same way, Equations (3.21) and (3.22) can be derived and 
verified using the perturbation method. 
